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0. Introduction 
Let A be a Hopf algebra over a field k and let B c A be a Hopf subalgebra. 
Takeuchi introduced [ll] the notion of (right) (A, B)-Hopf module (relative Hopf 
module) and studied the category of these modules to prove that A is a faithfully 
flat B-module if A is either commutative or cocommutative. We use relative 
modules here to consider when A is a free (or projective) B-module. 
Examples of commutative cocommutative cosemisimple Hopf algebras are 
known [S] which are not free modules over certain Hopf subalgebras. The author 
has previously studied when a Hopf algebra is free over a Hopf subalgebra in [7] 
using the techniques of wedging and injective envelopes. The primary results of this 
paper are used in the present investigation. 
The main results on freeness are found in Section 2. Suppose A is a commutative 
Hopf algebra over a field k, and B c A is a Hopf subalgebra. Then A is a free 
B-module if B is finite-dimensional. From this we show that A is a free B-module 
if B = k[G], where Li is a subgroup of the grouplikes G(A) of A. If the coradical 
A-, of A is a Hopf sublagebra, then A is a free B-module if B. is finite-dimensional. 
This last statement specialized to characteristic 0 is a generalization of Corollary 3 
of [7]. 
Section 3 de&s with the freeness question for Hopf algebras with cocommutative 
coradical. 
In Section 4 we examine in detail the structure of left (A, B)-Hopf modules, 
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University, New Brunswick, NJ, and completed at the nstitute for Advanced Study, Princeton, NJ. ?-he 
author wishes to express gratitude to both institutions for thf ir hospitality. The research was supported 
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where A is any Hopf algebra over an algebraically closed field k, and B = k [G], 
where G E G(A) is a finite cyclic group stabilizing a simple subcoalgebra and 
whose order is not divisible by the characteristic of k. In characteristic 0, by 
elementary character theory and the results of Section 1, the question of whether or 
not A is a free k [G]-module, where G s G(A) is any subgroup, reduces to this 
case. If A is finite-dimensional, then understanding this special situation is relevant 
to the structure of Alg(A, k) = G(A *) and to the order of the antipode [8]. If A is 
commutative and char. k z= 0, we give a more elementary proof of Theorem 2 in 
Section 2 using the “determkant form”. 
In Section 5 the techiliqukqs of [7] are adapted to the consideration of A as a 
projective B-module in the c ommutative case. As in [7] we show that the question 
of projectivity can be reduc.r dto the case where A is generated by its coradical 
(hence to the cosemisimpl ? case in characteristic 0). If A is a cosemisimple 
commutative Hop! algebra :Jnd B c A is a finitely generated Hopf subalgebra, then 
A is a projective B-module. As a consequence, if A is a commutative Hopf algebra 
and Aa is a Hopf subalgebra, then A is a projective B-module if B. is finitely 
generated. 
Alt vector spaces are over a field k. We follow the notation of [lo] throughout 
and use that of [3] in Sectic$n 5 as well. 
1. Preliminaries 
One of the basic ideas used in [ll] is that of relative Hopf module, which is the 
fundamental tool used in this paper. Let A be a bialgebra over a field k and 
suppose that B c A is a sub-bialgebra. We denote the category of left (A, B)-Hopf 
modules (left relative Hopf modules) by ~JU. The objects of this category are vector 
spaces 1M over k equipped with a left A-comodule structure (M, u) and a left 
B-module structure such that ~(b l m)= ~btlgntt~~bt2)* nat2) for b E B and 
m E M. Morphisms are left A-comodule maps which are left B-module maps. If 
C c A is a subcoalgebra and BC c C, we let ;Jcl denote the subcategory whose 
objects are in fact C-comodules. Notice in particular that C E g&t. Let 1M E ;A. 
Then if V c M is a subcomodule, BV E-I $A. If A is a Hopf algebra nd I c 1M is a 
B-submodule, then I - C* E g& (I - C* is the subcomodule generated by 1). 
We will show for certain pairs (C, B) that all (non-zero) objects in ~JX are free 
B-modules. Our first proposition shows that we need only consider a restricted 
class to guarantee that all (0) # M E ,“A are free. 
Projwsition 1, Let A be any bialgebra over a field k, B c A a subbialgebra, and 
C c A a subcoalgebra such that BC c C. Suppose all M E SJac of the form 4 = BV, 
where V c M is a simple subcomodule, are free B-modules. T;hen all (0) # M E gd 
are free -modules. 
Let (0) # M E g&. Gail ia subset L c M a partial basis if L is a badis for BL 
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as a B-module, and if BL is also a subcomodule of M. Let 2’ denote the set of 
partial bases of A4 Then .9# 0 by assumption. If 2’ is ordered by inclusion, then 
Zorn’s lemma applies, so there exists a maximal partial basis L. We will show that 
BL=M. 
If BLJM, there is a simple subcomodule V’ C M’ = M/BL. Let 7r : M + M be ,= 
the projection. Then U = rr-‘(V’) is a subcomodule of M, BLFBU, and BUjBL = 
BV’. By assumption BV’ is a free B-module, so L can be extended to a larger 
partial basis. But this contradicts the maximality of L. Therefore BL = M. 
Q.E.D. 
Notice we showed that a partial basis can be extended to a basis. 
Our first lemma is standard, but since the proof is so short we include it for 
completeness. 
‘Lemma 1. Let C = @ C, be the direct sum of subcoalgebras, and suppose (N, O) is 
a left C-comodule. If N, = o-‘(Cu 8 N) for each cy, then N = @N, and o(N,) C 
Ca8 N, (thus N, is a C,-comodule). 
Proof. Define an orthogonal family of idempotents as follows: for each cy let E, 
agree with E on C, and vanish on CP for p# 0. Notice that E = x E,. 
Let n E N. Then n = x n - E,, so since x N - E, is direct we conclude that 
N = @ N - e,. From the equation o(n - em) = 2 rql) - E, @ nt2) orle easily sees 
that N-E= = w-‘(Ca @N) = N,. w(NDI) s C, QP N, follows from the fact that 
I~ooo(N&X,&‘~~N. Q.E.D. 
Proposition 2. Let A be any Hopf algebra over a field k, G c G(A ) a subgroup, 
and B = k[G]. Suppose M = BV E &4 where V C A is a simple subcomodule. Let 
C c A be the simple subcoalgebra such that o(V) c C B V, and let H = 
{gEG:gC=C). Then: 
a) H is a finite subgroup of G. 
Let S be a set of left coset representatives of H in G. 
b) BC = e,EsgC. 
c) If N = o-‘(CB M), then N E &JU and M = epEsgN. 
d) M is a free B = k [G]- module if N is a free K[H]-module. 
Proof. a) Clearly H is a subgroup. Pick c E C such that E(C) = 1. Then 1 = 
Al = c c(~~s(c(~J c Cs(C), where s is the antipode of A. Thus H G C’s(C). Since 
distinct grouplikes are independent and Cs(C) is finite-dimensional, H is finite. 
b) BC = xgEsgHC = &EsgC. The sum of distinct simple subcoalgebras must be 
direct, so this sum is direct. 
c) Let Cp = gC and Mg = 0-l (gC@ M) for g E S. Then by Lemma 1 we 
conclude that M = e,,, Mg and that is a gC-comodule for g E S. Since 
*n(g*m)=~gm(I,~g*m(z,forgEG and mE. we have that gMh C A& for 
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g, h E G. Therefore, gMk =: M& so in particular gN = gM, = MB for all g E S. 
Clearly HN E N. 
d) A basis for N as a k[H]-module is easily seen to be a basis for M as a 
B-module. Q.E.D. 
We shall use Lemma 2 to reduce to the algebraically closed case in some 
situations in Section 2. The proof, utifortunately, is somewhat detailed in nature, In 
application, B will be finite-dimensional. 
Lemma 2. Let B be 4~ askebra over a field k, and suppose B/Rad B is finite- 
dimensional and Rad B Is t: ilpotent. Let M be a left B-module, and k c F a field 
extension. Then M is a free I- snk n B-module if and only if M @ F is a free rank n 
B @ F-module. 
Proof. If M is a free rank n B-module, then M go F is a free rank n B go F-module. 
Assume that MB F is a free rank n B go F-module. We will show that M is a free 
rank. n B-module in a series of steps. 
1) Suppose B is a finite-dimensional simple algebra over k, and Mf (0) is a 
finite-dimensional eft B-migdule. Then M is free if and only if dim B 1 dim M. 
Prooif. Since simple left B-modules are isomorphic, they all have the same 
dimension m. In particular dim B = mn for some YE. 
Let M# (0) be a finite-dimensional left B-module. If M is free, clearly 
dim B f dim M. Assume dim B 1 dim M and write M = MI @. l 9 $ MS as the direct 
sum of simple submodules. Then mn 1 ms so n I s. Therefore we may assume n = s. 
But in this case B = M. This proves 1). 
2) Suppose B is a finite-dimensional semisimple algebra over a field k, and 
Mf (0) is a finite-dimensional left B-module. Then M is free if and 
only if a) dim B/d I dim M/&M for all maximal ideals A c B, and b) r4 = 
(dim M/AM)/(dim S/A) does not depend on 4. 
Proof. The necessity of both a) and b) follows fr*)m (proof omitted): 
3) If B is any ring and M is a free left B-module with basis {m,}, then for any 
ideal IJB the B/I-module M/I is free with basis (&}. 
Let &, . . .,A& be the maximal ideals of B. Then we have the canonical 
identifications B = B/J& x l l l X B/AS and M = M/A1 M x l . . x M/&M. By a) 
we may apply 1) to conclude that M/&M is a free B/&-module for each i, and 
now by b) we have r&, = l . . = ras = r, i.e. each has a basis with r elements. If 
my’,...,m !” is a basis of M/&M over B/J&, then one easily checks that ml,. . ., m, 
is a basis for as a -module, where mj = ml’)+ l l 0 + my) for 16 j s r. Thl:s we 
have 2). 
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Now recall the hypothesis of the lemma and that M@F is a free rank n 
B @F-module. If B is simple, then B is finite-dimensional, and so is M. By 1) 
dimFB @F 1 dimFM@F, so dim B 1 dim M. Thus by 1) M is a free B-module. Thus 
the lemma is true if B is simple. 
Let & c B be a maximal ideal. Then by 3) M QP F/&M go F = (M/&M)@ F is a 
free rank n B go F/dt QD F = (B/&B F-module. Thus if J = Rad B, what we have 
just established, 2) and 3), imply that M/JM is a free rank n B/J-module. Let 
ml, .;.,m,EM and assume riil ,..., fi, is a basis for the B/J-module M/JM. 
&@l,..., rii,qpl is a basis for (M/.TM)@F= MqpF/JMaF over (B/J)@F = 
B@F/J@F. To show that ml,..., m, is a basis of M over B we need only show 
that ml@, . . ., m, go 1 is a basis for M go F over B (3, F. This will follow from 4). 
Notice that J@ F s Rad (B go F). 
4) Let B be any algebra over a field k, and suppose I c B is an ideal contained in 
the radical of B. Suppose M is a free B-module with a basis of n elements, and 
ml, . . ., m, E M are such that Cl,. . ., fi, is a basis for M/IM over B/I. Then 
ml, :. ., m, is a basis for M. 
Proof. The projection V: B + B/I induces a surjective algebra homomorphism of 
n x n matrices p: M(n, B) + .M(n, B/I) (p ((aii )) = (IT (aij ))). Let ~1,. . ., U, be a 
basis for M. Then there is a matrix A E M(n, B) such that 
It suffices to show that A is invertible. Now 
P(A) “’ = m1 , I-1 L-1 fita &so by assumption and 3) we conclude that p(A) is invertible. Notice that ker p is 
contained in the radical of M(n, B). But if p: R --) S is any ring homomorphism and 
ker p c Rad R, then clearly r E R is invertible if and only if p(t) E S is invertible. 
This concludes the proof 4), and therefore the proof of Lemma 2. Q.E.D. 
2. Finite-dimensional Hopf subalgebras 
The main results of this section concern a commutative Hopf algebra A over a 
field k. Let B c A be a Hopf subalgebra. We will show that for certain B all 
(0) # M E g&Z are free B-modules (hence A. is a free B-module since A E $ A); in 
particular, if B is finite-dimensional. Finite-dimensional Hopf subalgebras are the 
stabilizers of finite-dimensional subcoalgebras in the commutative case (or more 
generally, if the antipode is bijective). 
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5) Let A be a Hopf algebra over a field k, B c A a subalgebra nd U 5 A a 
subspace such that BU c U. If U contains anon-zero right subcomodule V,then U 
is a faithful B-module (hence B is finite-dimensional if U is). 
To prove 5) notice that E(V) = 1 for some v E V, so 1 = 2 v&v& e VA, where 
s is the antipode of A. (Thus, in fact, k can be any commutative ring.) 
Let A be any Hopf algebra, and let V E A be a right subcomodule. Set 
VL = {a E A : aV c V}. Then the equation 
(*) Cf-a)b=~(f~~~z,)-ab~I,fora,bEA andfEA* 
implies that Vc is a right s *“rcomodule of A. 
6) Let A be a Hopf algebia with bijective antipode s over a field k, and suppose 
C G A is a subcoalgebra, ‘&en CL is a sub-bialgebra. If C is finite-dimensional 
then Ct is a finite-dimensional Hopf subalgebra. 
To verify 6) note [6] t;iat s-’ is the antipode of AWP (A with “twisted” 
comultiplication). Letting (f-a, b) = (f, bs-‘(a)) we have the version of (*) 
(a - f)b = c ablzI-- (fp b& for a, b E A and f E A *. Therefore CL is a sub- 
bialgebra. C’ is finite-dimentional if C is by 5). To conclude the argument, notice 
that any finite-dimensional sub-bialgebra B of any Hopf algebra A is a Hopf 
subalgebra. (Consider the inclusion of convolution algebras End(B)- Hom(B, A). 
I E End(B) must be a unit since it is not a zero divisor.) 
We need a preliminary lemma before we prove the main theorem of this section. 
LemmT3. Let A be any Hopf algebra over a field k, B c A a Hopf subalgebra, 
and f&r q E G(A’) = AIg (A, k) set B,, = B n ker q. Then codim (B, M) = 
codim(BJ4) for all 9 E G(A’) and M E &U. 
Proof. For all ME$d and rl E G(AO) the linear map 
-q:MMr’+M(m Hrn - q) is an automorphism since q is invertible. Let p, r) E 
G(A’). Then P-‘~(B, - p)= p *p-*q(B,)= q(B,,)= (0) so we conclude that 
B* -p c B,,-‘a. On the other hand BP-l, = (BP-lr)- p-*)-p C Bq - p so we 
conclude that 151, L- p = B,+. NowforbEB andmEMwehave(bm)-q= 
(b - q)(m -q) since 97 
calculations above yield 
B,M$(V-r)-‘) for all q 
Now we prove the main 
is an algebra map. If we write M = B, M $ V, the 
M=ML-~-‘= (B, -q-l)(M-q-l)@(V-q-l)= 
E G(A “). This concludes the proof. Q.E.D. 
theorem of this section. 
Let be a commiltative 
G A is a inite-dimensional Hopf subalgebra. Then 
~!ll (0) 9: M E BA Jt are free B-modules). 
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PFOOf. Let (0) # M E $A. By Proposition 1 we may assume that M is finitely 
generated, hence finite-dimensional. But in this case we may assume that A is 
finitely generated, and by Lemma 2 we can suppose that k is algebraically closed as 
well. 
First of all suppose that B is reduced. Then by the Nullstellensatz he image of 
the’restriction G(A’)S G(BO) spans a dense subspace of B*, [ll, Lemma 3.61. 
Therefore w is surjective since B is finite-dimensional. Since B is semisimple there 
is an orthogonal family of idempotents el, . . ., e, e B such that 1 = el + l l l + e, and 
Bei = kci for all i. Let J& = Be1 e l l l &%ii e l l l @ Be, (^denotes omission) for 
1 s i s 3. Then the Ai’s z the maximal ideals of B. Now M = el M e. l l $ e, M 
and J&M = eIM@***@eiM@==e @ e,M for 16 i s n, therefore M/&M = ei M. 
Since tr is surjective, by Lemma 3 we conclude that dim el M = . l l = dim e,M. 
In general, by the dual version of Kostant’s theorem, the multiplication map 
S @L --) B is an algebra isomorphism, where S c B is a semisimple Hopf sub- 
algebra, and I. c B is a local Hopf subalgebra. Let el, . . ., e, E S be as above. Then 
M=eIMg, l **@e,,M and dimelM = l **= dime,M. By [ll, Theorem 3.1 and 
Proposition 2.51 M is a flat L-module. Therefore ei M is a flat L-module for each i. 
By [l, II, 0 3, no. 2, Cor. 2] we conclude that each ei M is a free L-module. If 
m’l” , . . ., m f) is a basis for ei M over L, one easily checks that ul, . . ., ul is a basis for 
M over B, where uj = m I”+ l l l + rnp) for 1 s j < 1. This concludes the proof. 
Q.E.D. 
For applications we will need [7, Corollary 43. 
7) Let A be a commutative Hopf algebra over a field k, and suppose the coradieal 
A0 is a Hopf subalgebra. If B c A is a Hopf subalgebra, then A is a free B-module 
if A0 is a free Bo-module. 
Corollary 1. Let A be a commutative Hopf algebra over a field k, and suppose & is 
a Hopf subalgebra. Let B c A be a Hopf subalgebra. Then A is a free B-module if Bo 
is finite-dimensional. 
Since the coradical of a commutative Hopf algebra over a field of characteristic 0 
is a Hopf subalgebra [12, Prop. 0] we have as a consequence of Corollary I: 
L 1 Corollary 2. Let A 
and suppose B c A 
be a commutative Hopf algebra over a field of characteristic 0, 
is a Hopf subalgebra. Then A is a free B-module if B. is 
fznite -dimensional. 
be a commutative Hopf algebra over a fteld k, and suppose 
G C G(A) is a subgroup. Then A is a free B = k [G]-module (in fact all 
(0) # M E $ A are free B-modules). 
roof. Let M = BV E g& where V E M is a s mple su comodule* Then bY 
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Proposition 1 we ‘need only show that M is free. But by Proposition 2 we may 
assume that G is finite. Now we apply Theorem 1. Q.E.D. 
Corollary 3. Let A be a commutative Hopf algebra over a field k, and assume that 
A0 is a Hopf subalgebra. Then if B c A is a Hopf subalgebra, A is a free B-module if 
BO is pointed. 
Notice if the characteristic o f k is 0, then Corollary 3 implies that A is a free 
B-module if B. is pointed. 
3. Hopf aigebras with COO jmmutative coradfcal 
We show that Theorem 3 d and 2 are true for Hopf algebras with cocommutative 
coradicaj by appealing dsrectly to [l 1] and Section 1. 
Prop&ion 3. Let A be a Hopj-‘algebra over a field k which has a cocommutative 
coradical, and let B c A be a finite-dimensional Hopf subalgebra. Then A is a free 
(left and right) B-module. 
Proof. Let (0) # M E GA. We will show that M is a free B-module. By Proposi- 
tion 1 we may assume that M is finite-dimensional. Thus by Lemma 2 we may 
assume that k is algebraically closed. This means we may assume that A is pointed. 
In this case, by the proof of Theorem 3.2 of [ll] we conclude that A4 is free. 
Therefore A is a free left B-module. Clearly left may be replaced by right. 
Q.E.D. 
As a consequence of this: 
Proposition 4. Let A be a Hopf algebra over a field k, and assume the coradical of 
A is cocommutative. Let G G G(A ) be a subgroup. Then A is a free (left and right) 
B = k [G&module. 
Proof. By Propositions 2 and 1 we may assume that G is finite. Now we apply 
Proposition 3. Q.E.D. 
4. Grouplikes acting on simple subcoalgebras 
Let A be, a Hopf algebra over a field k of characteristic 0, and suppose 
G c G(A) is a subgroup. We shall be interested in determining when all 
E&& are :.ee B = k [G]-modules. By the results of Section 1 we may 
assume that G is finite and k is algebraically closed, GC = C where C E: A is a 
simple subcoalgebra, and in fact E g& and is finite-dimensional. Since in 
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characteristic 0 the character of a finite-dimensional k [G]-module M determines 
M (see [2]), we may further assume that G = (g) is cyclic. 
In the special situation described above, with characteristic 0 replaced by the 
hypothesis char. k $ 1 G I, we describe in great detail the structure of M e &&. We 
prove that all (0)# M E EJd are free if and only if the eigenspaces of the operator 
L, : C + C (left multiplication by g) are of the same dimension. 
The ideas described above carry over to characteristic p > 0 provided that p does 
not divide the order of any element of G of finite order. Subject to the hypotheses 
stated above, we show that all objects in ,“.& are semisimple (in the category). 
Corollary 4 is an application of the methods we introduce here. 
Lemma 4. Let A be any Hopf algebra over an zlgebraicably closed field k, and 
gC = C where g E G(A) and C c A is a simple subcoalgebra of dimension n*. Let 
L,:C*Cbedefined by LB(c)=gcforcEC. Then 
a) g has finite order r. 
b) The minimal polynomial of L, is X’ - 1. 
c) If char. k # r then there exist non -zero scalars A,, . . ., A, and a basis {e, : 1 s 
. . 
#,J s n} for C such that Aeij = x:ss, ei& @e&j, &(eij) = 6ij, and geij = h i'.hjeij for all i, j. 
The hi’s are the rth roots of unity. 
Proof. The group algebra B = k[g] is finite-dimensional by 5). Thus g has finite 
order and we have a). Since C is a faithful B-module, the minimal polynomial of L, 
is that of g in B. Therefore b) follows since distinct grouplikes are independent. It 
remains to prove c). 
Regard C* = M(n, k) as algebras. Let t = L,. Then t is a coalgebra automor- 
phism, so t*: C*+C* is an algebra automorphism. By the Noether-Skolem 
theorem there is an invertible matrix u E M(n, k) such that t*(b) = u-‘bu for 
bEM(n,k). IIence u’= cu1 for some a! E k, so we may assume a! = 1. u is a 
semisimple operator, since char. k $ r, so there is a basis vl,. . ., vn for C and 
A 1,. . ., A, E k such that U(Vi) = AiVi for all i. Notice that the A'S are rth roots of 
unity. Define Eiij E M(n, k) by Eiij (V&k)= skjvi. Then Eij OEk, = 6jkEil, the Eii’S 
constitute a basis for M(n, k), and t *(Eii) = AilAjEil for 1 s i, j e n. The dual basis 
in C satisfies the conditions of c). We finally show that the A’s are all the tth roots of 
unity. 
Let N be the span of ell,. . .,el,. Then N is a right subcomodule, and 
gelj = AL’Aieu for all j. Therefore N is a faithful B-module, SO the minimal 
polynomial of L, restricted to Iv is X’ - 1. Since Ai = 1 the proof is complete. 
Q.E.D. 
The next proposition gives a detailed description of the objects in g& based on 
Lemma 4. M E &42 is a simple object if M# (0) and (0) and are the only 
subspaces which are subcomodules and submodules. 
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PPopcb&Con 5. Let A be a Hopf algebra over .an algebraically closed field k, and 
gC! = C where g E G(A) has order r and C c A is a simple subcoalgebra of 
dime&on n*. Assume (e4 : 1 d i, j 6 n} is a basis for C which satisfies Aei, = 
xi=, ea @ekj and 8 (eii) = 6, and Al,. . ., A, E k \ 0 are such that geij = A f’Ajerj for all 
i, j. Let B = k[g]. 
a) tf M E g& is a simple object, then there is a basis m 1, . . ., m, for M and a 
0 # c E k such that w(mr ) = x:=, eik 3 mk and gvr = A f’cmi for all i. (Therefore M is 
a simple subcomodub.) 
b) Any (0) # M E ‘,‘A is the direct sum of simple objects. 
c) All (0) # M f g,U are free B-modules if and only if C is a free B-module. This 
is the case if and only if th-t muhiplicities of the distinct values of A 1, . . ., A, are the 
same. 
Roof, a) Let N C M be any simple subcomodule, and choose a basis vl,. . ., v, for 
tq such that o(V‘) = x:w, eik @ V&. Now 
o(Aig'Vi) = 2 
k=l 
Let u!‘) = A :g’Via Then 
ei& @ A :g ‘v& for all i. 
Ifu 09.. ., a,+ E k and Ui = T]‘:’ 1 o~Iu~i),then~(Ui)=~~,le~k~I]roso Ul,...; Un isa 
basis for a simple subcomodule if Ui # 0 for some i. 
Fix an i and consider the span V of Vi, . . ., g’-‘Via Then V is a B -invariant 
subspace, so there are (Ye,. ., t~~,-l, pi E k such that 0 # Ui = ElZi QL~U I” and gUi = 
pi& If gtlj =: pjvj, where pj E k, notice that g.Uj = PjUh Therefore by induction we 
can find a simple subcomodule N with a basis ml,. . ., m, such that gmi = Pimp for 
some pl,. . l , pn E k and @(mi) = CLE1 ei& am&. NOW for a given i 
A f’Ak&k @p&m&a 
&=I 
ThUS Pihi = p&A& for all k. If c = p1Al = l . l = pnh, then pi = Ai’c for all z. This 
concludes the proof of a). 
b) Let (0)# M E Be&& and let S c M be the sum of the simple subcomodules 
which are B submodules. By classical arguments it suffices to show that S = M. 
Let N z M be any simple subcomodule, and choose a basis vl,. . ., v,, for N such 
that W(Q) = CiL1 eik Q9 V& for aa? i. By the argument for a) any eigenvector of I,, in 
the span of vi,. . ., g”-’ vi lies in a simple subcomodule which is a simple object in 
Since X’ - 1 splits into distinct linear factors, we conclude that vi E S. Thus 
N c S, so S = M since M is a completely reducible C-comodule. 
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c) C e g&, so if all (0) # M E EJt are free then C is free. Converseiy, let 
t: V -+ V be any endomorphism of a finite-dimensional vector space V. Then V is a 
free k[t]-module if and only if the invariant factors of t are the same. Thus if the 
multiplicities of the values of A 1, . . ., A, are the same, all (0) # M E g& are free by 
a) and b). The remainder is left to the reader. Q.E.D. 
We now give an application of the ideas developed in this section. 
Corollary 4. Let A be a Hopf algebra over a field of characteristic 0, and suppose 
dim C s 8 for all simple subcoalgebras C C A. If G G G(A) is a subgroup, and 
B = k [G], then A is a free (left and right) B-module. 
Proof. As we have seen at the beginning of this section, we may assume that 
G = (g) is a finite cyclic group, gC = C where C c A is a simple subcoalgebra of 
dimension n*, and k is algebraically closed. Clearly yo s 2. We need only show by 
Proposition 5 that the eigenspaces of L, : C + C have the same dimension. Clearly 
we may assume n = 2. Now AI and hz are the rth roots of unity, where r is the order 
of g. Thus r = 1 or r = 2, in either case we are done. Q.E.D. 
We conclude this section by reconsidering Proposition SC) in the commutative 
case. Recall the ideas and notation of the proof of Lemma 4. We will show that the 
multiplicities of the distinct values of Al,. . ., A, are the same using the classical 
determinant form. This will give a more elementary proof of Theorem 2 at least in 
characteristic 0. The “determinant” can be modified to work in essentially the same 
way in some noncommutative situations. 
Let S, be the symmetric group on (1,. . ., n} and let d = 
xoEs.sgn(a)elcl. l l l l enan. Then 8(d) = 1; and Ad = d @ d since A is commuta- 
tive. Now let I be the set of all 1 s i s n such that vi belongs to an eigenspace of u 
of maximal dimension. For i, j E I let i - j denote that vi and Uj belong to the same 
eigenspace. 
8) If elUl l l l 9 9 e,,# 0 then a(I) = I and a([i]) = [gi] for i E I. 
PrOOf. SUppOSe e&l # 0. Then A flAje&, = @i&r = e&&l = A klA&j&r implies 
A ;‘Aj = A ;;‘A!. Let i E I and write [i] = {il, . . ., im}. Then A i,‘Adl = l . . = A 2 Ad,,, so 
A . = . . . = 
pZves 8). 
AVim. Therefore {ail,. . ., ui,,, } s I and is an equivalence class. This 
Now we show that the eigenspaces of u have the same dimension. Let [iI], . . ., [iSI 
be the equivalence classes of - . Then s s r. We need to show s = r. Thus it suffices 
to show that r 1 s. 
Suppose u E S,, and elol l l l l l e,,,# 0. Then ). . .) [&J are also the classes 
by 8), hence A,‘Ami, l l l l l A,‘A,, = 1. Thus (assumi_ il c l * l < i,) 
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Therefore g “d = d, so g ’ = 1 since d is invertible. This means r 1 s, and the proof is 
complete. 
5. A as a projective B-module 
We adapt Proposition 1 of [7] to find sufficient conditions for a commutative 
Hopf algebra A to be a pr@ective B-module, where B z A is a Hopf subalgebra. 
A basic observation WC make is that we may assume A is generated by its coradical. 
If A0 is in fact a Hopf suball.:ebra, then we show A is a projective B-module if B. is 
finitely generated. At the basis of this is the immediate consequence of Ill, 
Theorem 3.1 and Propositi( JIF 2.51 that all finitely generated M E c & are projective 
B-modules if A is comm-jtative and B is finitely generated. 
Lemma 5. tit A be a commutative Hopf algebra over a fieZd k, and B, G c A Hopf 
subalgebras such, that i) o(B(“‘)) ,> A0 and ii) GB n B(“) = B. If GB is a projective 
B-module, then A is a projective B@‘)- module (hence a projective B-module ). 
Proof. By Lemma 2 of [7] there is a subspace L c G(B(“)) such that B @L s B@+‘) 
and GB 8 L z G (B@)) are linear isomorphisms (m denotes multiplication). 
Suppose GB is a projective B-module. Then there is a B-module N such that 
GB@N=F is free. Therefore (GB@L)@(N@L)-F@L. Notice we have 
isomorphisms 
and 
Therefore there is an induced isomorphism G (B@‘)) @ (N a8 B@‘)) = F as B@), and 
one easily checks that this is an isomorphism of B@)-modules. Since F @B B@) is a 
free B@)-module, G(B@‘)) is a projective B@)-module. 
By [7, Corollary l] A is a free G(B@))-module, so A is a projective B@‘)-module. 
By the same corollary B(“) is a free B-module, so clearly A is a projective 
B-module. This completes the proof. Q.E.D. 
Propositiion 6. Let A be a commutative Hopf algebra over a field k, B c A a Hopf 
subalgebra. Let .z$ = (AD) be the subalgebra generated by the coradical, and 
93 = B(“) n s&. Then A is a projective B-module if & is a projective 590module. 
roof. d(9(wJ)z A0 and @VW ,Q@# = SB(“)n.& = $#I by [3, 2.1.4(b)]. By Lemma 
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5 A is a projective %@)-module. But B0 = &, so B@‘) is a free B-module. This 
concludes the proof. Q.E.D. 
Let A be a commutative Hopf algebra over a field k and B s A be a Hopf 
subalgebra. Takeuchi shows that all A4 E $ JU are flat B-modules [ll, Theorem 3.1 
and Proposition 2.53. Therefore, if B is finitely generated, we conclude that all 
finitely generated M E $ A are projective by [1, I, § 2, no. 8, Lemma 8(ii) and II, 0 5, 
no. 2, Corollary 21. 
In connection with the last statement, it should be noted that commutative 
Noetherian Hopf algebras are finitely generated [4]. 
Proposition 7. Let A be a commutative cosemisimple Hopf algebra over a field k, 
and B C%A be a finitely generated Hopf subalgebra. Then A is a projective B -module. 
Proof. Suppose A = C $ D is the direct sum of subcoalgebras. From (* ) we 
deduce that BC c C implies BD c D (this is really a modification of [9, 1.11). 
Therefore, by Zorn’s lemma there is a family of simple subcoalgebras {Cp} such 
that A = e BC,. But BC, is a projective B-module for each cy, so A is a projective 
B-module. Q.E.D. 
Combining the two preceding propositions, we deduce: 
Theorem 3. Let A be a commutative Hopf algebra over a field k, and suppose that 
A0 is a Hopf subalgebra. Let B c A be a Hopf subalgebra. If B. is finitely generated, 
then A is a projective B-module. 
Proof. Let A? = Aa. Then @ = B@“) n A0 = B0 by [3,2.1.2], so the proof is clear. 
Q.E.D. 
Corollary 5. Let A be a commutative Hopf algebra over a field of characteristic 0, 
B z A a Hopf subalgebra. If B. is finitely generated, then A is a projective B -module. 
Recall that the coradical of a commutative Hopf algebra in characteristic 0 is a 
Hopf subalgebra. 
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